Home Care
MyData

Owning and managing your data is the new competitive advantage.
Increasing efficiencies, optimizing operations and improving care
coordination doesn’t happen by accident. To effectively grow your
home care business, MatrixCare offers a powerful data management
solution that allows you to:
• Create insights that extend beyond the system reports provided
by MatrixCare
• Monitor relevant data by building your own custom reports
• Better leverage your information technology resources and
software investments
• Combine data from MatrixCare into existing data warehouses
• Deploy dashboards and reports on any mobile device, for
informed decision-making on the fly using your own BI software.
MatrixCare MyData empowers clients to leverage their choice of
BI software and use what works best in their environment.

MatrixCare MyData

For organizations with existing investments in people, software and
intellectual property, we offer MatrixCare MyData.
With MatrixCare MyData for Home Care, you have:

• Direct Data Access to replicated tables in near real-time (NRT) with
updates throughout the day
• High-value source system tables appropriate for reporting use cases
• The ability to attach your own licensed Analytics toolset
• The ability to create your own file extracts for data mashups or
other purposes
• The ability to create Corporate level reporting across all Offices
• Zero interruptions on your MatrixCare source system performance
With MatrixCare MyData for Home Care you can identify trending
operational situations that impact financial performance. MyData
allows home care agencies to, for example, start realizing potential lost
revenue opportunities when managing the overtime paid and overtime
billed in units (hours) and dollars by caregiver, client location and service
code.
Get more from your data and leverage it securely, at anytime and
anywhere via the web to make strategic, data-driven decisions.

“There’s so many things we can do with MyData. We’re
using it to drive functionality, develop KPIs and set up
workflows within the company, and that really puts the
power in our hands.”
– Luka Bajic, Interim CFO,
Lifematters
“Before MyData we ran several individual reports
and used to do manual calculations to determine
payroll and overtime billing. It took multiple hours.
Now, with MyData, it takes five minutes.”
– Shannon Lamoreaux, Director of Quality Assurance,
Lifematters
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Call 866.469.3766 to learn more — or visit matrixcare.com
About MatrixCare
MatrixCare solutions have powered the long-term care continuum for over 30 years.
MatrixCare is the largest LTPAC technology provider in the US and the first to offer a true
full-spectrum solution. Used in more than 12,000 facility-based care settings and 2,000
home care and home health agency locations, MatrixCare’s solutions help skilled nursing
and senior living providers, life plan communities (CCRCs), and home health organizations
to prosper as we migrate to a fee-for-value healthcare system. Visit www.matrixcare.com for
more information.
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